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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The phenomena of worsening situations and repeated hospitalization persist, particularly since there are no effective approaches to address health interventions post-discharge and patients’ poor self-management capability. Under the present conventional nursing model, interventions for patients outside the hospital entail discharging guidance and telephone interviews, but their impacts are barely satisfactory. This study incorporated WeChat into continuing nursing care outside the hospital for the engagement of severe patients with chronic heart failure. The authors observed the impact of a WeChat platform-based health management approach on the patients’ health and self-government efficiency. This study is amazing, well designed. Results indicated that the WeChat platform-based health management can improve self-care ability and compliance of patients with severe chronic heart failure, improve cardiac function expression, reduce cardiovascular adverse events occurrence, and avoid patient rehospitalization. The reviewer suggests to accept this study after a minor revision. 1. The authors should edit the manuscript carefully. Such as, the methods, results in the abstract are too long, please short them; 2. Some minor language polishing should be revised; 3. Data in tables are interesting, however, the tables require an editing. Some Chinese characters should be changed.